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Load order skyrim xbox one 2019

I have not played the X version yet - bought it a long time ago. How do you recommend I start? I'll be honest. I cannot stand playing Skyrim without mods anymore. There is huge swath of improvements visuals, to the crafting, level environments, new quests, new landmasses to explore, improved gameplay mechanics such as combat overhauls, survival elements, and so forth. I
think as a fair point if you never played Skyrim before on any platform. You should at least try the original unaltered game first, and then play with mods to appreciate how improved the changes actually are. One thing I will suggest though. Even if you plan to play Skyrim, even a vanilla playthrough should not be without using the Unofficial Skyrim Patch. There is hundreds
potentially thousands of issues that the USP fixes that Bethesda themselves never got around to actually fixes themselves. So it will reduce a lot of potential problems even for the original experience without any graphics or gameplay enhancements other mods do. Of course if you plan to play Skyrim only once and don't plan for repeated playthroughs, then a fully modded
experience might give you most refined experience out of the game. Keep in mind the mods I typically use are more of an accompaniment to the original game instead of replace the intent of the original creators. I carefully select mods that refine and further improve what is already and expand on it. Never replace, just build on top of and improve further. Last edited: Mar 13, 2019
I'll be honest. I cannot stand playing Skyrim without mods anymore. There is huge swath of improvements visuals, to the crafting, level environments, new quests, new landmasses to explore, improved gameplay mechanics such as combat overhauls, survival elements, and so forth. I think as a fair point if you never played Skyrim before on any platform. You should at least try the
original unaltered game first, and then play with mods to appreciate how improved the changes actually are. One thing I will suggest though. Even if you plan to play Skyrim, even a vanilla playthrough should not be without using the Unofficial Skyrim Patch. There is hundreds potentially thousands of issues that the USP fixes that Bethesda themselves never got around to actually
fixes themselves. So it will reduce a lot of potential problems even for the original experience without any graphics or gameplay enhancements other mods do. Of course if you plan to play Skyrim only once and don't plan for repeated playthroughs, then a fully modded experience might give you most refined experience out of the game. Keep in mind the mods I typically use are
more of an accompaniment to the original game instead of replace the intent of the original creators. I carefully select mods that refine and further improve what is already and expand on it. Never replace, just build on top of and improve further. Thank you. Can you recommend some of the best weather mods for the Xbox? I have a strong bias towards snow. Keep in mind the
mods I typically use are more of an accompaniment to the original game instead of replace the intent of the original creators. I carefully select mods that refine and further improve what is already and expand on it. Never replace, just build on top of and improve further. This is why your mod load list is so interesting to me. I don't want to replace what the game is offering, I do want
to enhance and fix things where I can though. I'm mostly interested in graphical updates and bug fixes. But I don't want to sacrifice performances. Thanks again for making this list. I will be updating the Skyrim Mod topic sometime today. Just need take some screencaps and record a couple of videos for presentation. Once the videos are up. I'll be updating the thread. This also
gives me some time to do some final tests to make sure there isn't any potential issues to crop up with the load order. I will be updating the Skyrim Mod topic sometime today. Just need take some screencaps and record a couple of videos for presentation. Once the videos are up. I'll be updating the thread. This also gives me some time to do some final tests to make sure there
isn't any potential issues to crop up with the load order. Awesome, thanks. Fantastic work and compilation. I will use these to revisit Skyrim. This is a great thread OP. I love the mods, but it can be pretty bewildering for a console newbie to understand how they interoperate, what's best to use with what etc. Your curated list is excellent. OmegaDL50's Optimal Xbox Mod Order (As
of March 2019) This is a much more comprehensive list covering almost every aspect of the game. Gameplay and combat overhauls, quest additions, graphics, audio, and ui changes. New locations and villages with new NPCs that integrate into the existing world seamlessly. Important information for XBOX ONE mod users ALWAYS USE A CLEAN SAVE / START A NEW
GAME. Due that mods alter a significant portion of the game and can change the world state. Loading an existing save after making such changes can and will have undesirable effects such as poor performance, game crashes and potential save corruption. The mod list is presented in it's optimal load order. Simply install the mods on the list from top to bottom in the exact order
for compatibility. Mods closer to the bottom have a priority on the load list and thus their changes will override any others above them. The only exception are MASTER FILES which have seniority over all other mods in the structure. After installing any mod / make changes to your mod order AND If any point you want to uninstall mods or revert to a clean slate. Make sure you
clean your Xbox One cache which can be done by power cycling your XBOX ONE console. To do this, quit out of the game to the main menu on your Xbox One console, press and hold down the power button until your console completely turns off. This flushes any remaining temporary data held in RAM which Skyrim uses. Doing a soft reset will not empty this data so loading up
Skyrim without emptying the cache can lead to some pretty screwed up stuff like missing textures trying to load that are no longer present or ultimately leading to crash back to the Xbox One dashboard or the game locking up. Much thanks to Tarshana for her logical load order template. MASTER FILES Unofficial Skyrim Special Edition Patch [XB1] - 420.25MB Campfire:
Complete Camping System [XB1] - 36.28MB FOUNDATION Frostfall: Hypothermia Camping Survival [XB1] - 13.9MB INeed - Food, Water And Sleep (XB1) - 6.64MB INeed - Extended (XB1) - 892.22KB Cutting Room Floor - 10.77MB Cutting Room Floor - Alteration Shield Spell Fix [XB1] Ars Metallica [XB1] - 139KB Ars Metallica Smelting Fix [XB1] - 1.8KB YOT - Your Own
Thoughts [XB1] - 82KB YOT - Your Own Thoughts For Frostfall: Hypothermia Camping Survival [XB1] - 68.22KB Cheat Room (XB1) - 1.28MB MENUS > USER INTERFACE > FONT CHANGES SkyHUD - Dissonance Preset By Fhaarkas - 470.59KB Mist's Anthology Menus: Dragon Aspect - 1.06MB Sovngarde - Mist's Font Replacer [Bold] - 243.69KB Toggle Compass - 6.7KB
QUEST ALTERATIONS Gildergreen Regrown [XB1] - 56.79KB The Paarthurnax Dilemma [XB1] - 1.05MB PURE CRAFTABLE ITEMS Bandolier: Bags And Pouches Classic XB1 - 21.16MB Skyrim Outfitters - Backpacks for Adventuring - 7MB [XB1] Skyrim SE Expanded Skyrim Weaponry - NPC - 25.13MB [XB1] Lore Friendly Armor Pack - 58.89MB GAME MECHANICS
CHANGES Thunderchild - Epic Shouts And Immersion [XB1] - 55.01MB Andromeda - Unique Standing Stones Of Skyrim [XB1] 2.3MB XB1 - Harvest Overhaul - 65.81KB Easy Lockpicking [XB1] - 0.485KB (OPTIONAL) LEVEL PROGRESSION CHANGES Clever (Immersive) Leveling - 21.6KB PERK OVERHAULS 50 Pct More Perk Points [XB1] - 2.41KB Perk Points At Skill
Levels 50-75-100 [XB1] - 5.13KB Sacrosanct - Vampires of Skyrim [XB1] - 27.09MB [Xbox One] Werewolf Perks Expanded - 13.73KB Ordinator - Perks Of Skyrim [XB1] - 20.91MB Ordinator - Throne Of Nirn Improved - 85.14KB Clever (Immersive) Leveling For Ordinator Patch - 47.47MB MAGIC ADDITIONS AND OVERHAULS Apocalypse - Magic Of Skyrim [XB1] - 72.53MB
Apocalypse - Ordinator Compatibility Patch [XB1] - 24.24KB ITEM AND LOOT LEVELED LIST GET Seriously Overstocked And Rich Merchants (A Game Environment Tweaks Mod) [XB1] - 79.76KB Left Hand Rings (XB1) - 176.85KB Summermyst - Enchantments - 10.32MB ENEMY NPC LEVELED LIST Immersive Patrols[XB1] - 39.19MB Beasts Of Tamriel XB1 Edition -
318.33MB ITEM ATTRIBUTES & EFFECTS CHANGES Practice Dummies [XB1] - 131KB Wood Yew Weight [XB1] - 29.91KB AUDIO - SOUND/MUSIC CHANGES Reverb And Ambiance Overhaul [XB1] - 272.99KB Quieter Dungeons And Caves - 42.35KB WEATHER / ATMOSPHERE Divine Atmosphere: Aetherius - 27.87MB GRASS MODS Veydosebrom - Grasses And
Groundcover - Normal Version - 28.30MB LANDSCAPE AND GRASS FIXES Landscape Fixes For Grass Mods - 9.27MB SKIN MESH, SKELETONS AND TEXTURES Divine Skins And Bodies For Men And Women - 185.43MB Wearable Lanterns [XB1] - 3.22MB XP32 Maximum Skeleton+Realistic Ragdolls And Force - 1.97MB Belt-Fastened Quivers [XB1] - 341.95KB XP32
BFQ Patch - 657.21KB GENERAL MESH & TEXTURE FIXES AND OVERHAULS Sleeving Skyrim - No Bare Arms - 47.65MB Old Kingdom - Armor Overhaul - 486.31MB Old Kingdom - Sleeving Skyrim Add-On - 25.17MB Improved Closedfaced Helmets By Navida1 (Official) - 9.33MB Dark Ages - Texture Overhaul (Architecture Pack) - 691.50MB Dark Ages - SMIM Addon -
330.12MB Dark Ages - Landscapes - 271.59MB Dark Ages - Solstheim - 26.39MB Dark Ages - Snow - 25.51MB Dark Ages - Signs - 28.49MB Dark Ages: Food - 22.90MB Dark Ages - Mountains - 38.52MB Divine Wolves - 12.05MB Divine Textures Dragons - 69.23MB Divine Textures Creatures Pack I - 67.34MB Color Patches Remover - 1.13MB NPC AI MODS Believable Crime
Report Radius [XB1] - 0.301KB NPC / PC IMMERSION MODS Hunterborn SSE - 64.79MB NPC/PC FACE MODS AND PRESETS Divine People All In One Overhaul - Celestial Variant - 375.85MB MissJennabee and Nazenn's Improved Eyes Replacer - 5.33MB INTERIOR LIGHT AND INTERIOR DECORATION MODS Divine Interiors - 6.48MB Divine Interiors - Alt Start Patch -
9.92KB Realistic Night Eye - Original [XB1] - 6.72KB SINGLE AREA EXTERIOR EDITS Dawnstar [XB1] by Arthmoor - 1.72MB Shor's Stone [XB1] - 2.65MB Karthwasten [XB1] - 2.56MB Ivarstead [XB1] - 975.38KB Kynesgrove [XB1] - 1.10MB Divine Alchemy Redone - 4.78MB Whistling Mine [XB1] - 1.86MB Soljund's Sinkhole [XB1] - 924.74KB Windstad Mine - XB1 - 39.45MB
Heljarchen Farm - XB1 - 19.78MB MULTIPLE AREA EXTERIOR EDITS Forgotten Dungeons - 16.34MB Divine Cities - Premier City Overhaul - 8.09MB Divine Forests - 575.34KB Divine Cities: Villages - 39.61MB Divine Cities: Lanterns - 356.39KB Arthmoor's Dawnstar And Divine Cities Patch - 352.34KB Darkwater Crossing [XB1] - 1.35MB NPC COMBAT AI MECHANICS Dark
Ages: Immersive Dragon AI And Combat - 214.34KB Fatality - Combat And Movement Overhaul - 1.48MB Know Your Enemy - All In One - 348.01KB KYE All In One + Fatality Patch - 10.02KB KYE All In One + Divine Wolves Patch - 1.53KB KYE All In One + Cutting Room Floor Patch - 2.6KB QUEST MODS WITH AREA EDITS & NPC ADDITIONS Spectraverse - Magic Of The
Magna-Ge [XB1] - 35.28MB The Ranger's Call II - Fletching And Archery Overhaul - 65.49MB The Ranger's Call II/Ars Metallica Patch - 5.31KB Undeath Remastered [Xbox One] - 122.14MB The Forgotten City [XB1] - 133.44MB The Midden: Expanded XB1 - 1.38MB Missives by IronDusk33 - 785.13KB MAP MODS A Quality World Map - Classic All Roads - 18.17MB A Quality
World Map - Clear Map Skies [XB1] - 3.47MB BOTTOM LOAD ORDER AND SPECIALIZED MODS Alternate Start - Live Another Life [XB1] - 11.86MB Divine Interiors - Alt Start Patch - 9.92KB Immersive Hunter Dialogue - 61.32KB Relationship Dialogue Overhaul - RDO [XB1] - 113.81MB RDO - CRF + USSEP Patch - 7KB Number of Mods - 110 File Size Totals - 4.96GB
Remaining Free Space - 42.87MB Screenshots Videos I tried to cover every single aspect of the game from graphics, audio, quests, equipment, npcs, towns. Ever since Fallout 76 came out, Bethesda did something with the Skyrim / Fallout mod servers so it's been a trial to compile these mods without running into download issues. I had to delete the entire 5GB reserve from my
Xbox HDD twice because I ran into the "This operation could not be completed" Bug. Despite these issues but I finally got everything done. This should (barring personal preferences), be the definitive load order for mods on Xbox One. I'd say it's comparable to Skyrim on PC, and this is coming from someone who put 700+ Hours into the PC version, so I hope that means
something. I will periodically update the this post adding a small description for each mod and what it does. I left the original load order up on the first post so give folks and option to choose between the older list and my newer revised one. Although to be honest the newer list has wider spread of changes and removes some of the more larger file size consuming mods of the older
list, notably Falskaar and the Old Kingdom Weapon pack. Last edited: Mar 15, 2019 Did they fix the Xbox One X's graphical issue? I remember someone here saying only half of the screen had a certain graphical effect showing. If anyone has any questions in regards to specific mods on the list in the meantime while I create some descriptions on what each one does, let me know
and I help out. Or any other Skyrim modding related questions in general. Also you can check out the individual links for each mod on the list and there should be a description within, but for the sake of convenience I'll do a small write up. OP, that's a great list. I also mostly play on PC with a giant mod list which is up to almost 200 mods but I was much more modest on the Xbox X
side. Going to be checking out the mods on your list and trying it out this weekend. I have about 50 mods currently in the mod list but will be playing around with options. For resolution, I recommend setting Xbox and the display connection on TV to 1080P if we are talking heavily modded Skyrim. OP, that's a great list. I also mostly play on PC with a giant mod list which is up to
almost 200 mods but I was much more modest on the Xbox X side. Going to be checking out the mods on your list and trying it out this weekend. I have about 50 mods currently in the mod list but will be playing around with options. For resolution, I recommend setting Xbox and the display connection on TV to 1080P if we are talking heavily modded Skyrim. Good point. The X
automatically tries to scale everything to 4K and with a heavy mod order like I use does have occasional performance dips. I guess forcing it at 1080P will resolve this issue. Does the open cities mod work with this ? I seriously considering buying skyrim again because of this thread LOL Also how is the performance with all this stuff ? Sounds insane OP, we talked about this briefly
in PM, I wanted to mention it here. If I wanted to avoid say the iNeed mods and just concentrate on bug fixes, extra missions, and graphical improvements, I'm free to not install those if I don't want to and the rest will still work in that load order? OP, we talked about this briefly in PM, I wanted to mention it here. If I wanted to avoid say the iNeed mods and just concentrate on bug
fixes, extra missions, and graphical improvements, I'm free to not install those if I don't want to and the rest will still work in that load order? Not the OP, but yeah, you should be fine. Make sure to take out the patches for some of the other mods that are included to make them compatible with the survival stuff. I am also taking that stuff out. I leave survival components to Fallout :P.
So with the combat adjustments and new encounters, it's been a pretty challenging experience. I typically avoid the main quest / storyline specific dungeons, but having a hell of a time at Bleak Falls Barrow. More bandits litter the dungeon, on top of the lighting mod which makes the dungeon almost pitch black. I ran into two unexepected ambushes because these are entirely new
encounters that don't exist in the original unmodded game. To be honest I think the uber-dark lighting is a bit too much and I might to pick an alternative because not even my wearable lantern and holding a torch is providing enough light. Also most of these lighting mods never account for the human eye ability to adjust even in darkness. So when torches are useless and makes it
so you can even fight properly in the dark and the Enemy AI can surely see you perfectly as if they have night vision, then something is wrong. So with the combat adjustments and new encounters, it's been a pretty challenging experience. I typically avoid the main quest / storyline specific dungeons, but having a hell of a time at Bleak Falls Barrow. More bandits litter the dungeon,
on top of the lighting mod which makes the dungeon almost pitch black. I ran into two unexepected ambushes because these are entirely new encounters that don't exist in the original unmodded game. To be honest I think the uber-dark lighting is a bit too much and I might to pick an alternative because not even my wearable lantern and holding a torch is providing enough light.
Also most of these lighting mods never account for the human eye ability to adjust even in darkness. So when torches are useless and makes it so you can even fight properly in the dark and the Enemy AI can surely see you perfectly as if they have night vision, then something is wrong. Yeah, I usually go easy on the darkness mods if i even install them. If it's part of the
weather/lightning general package I normally either eliminate them (if available in config) or at least tone it down. "More realistic" it may be but we are talking Skyrim, Dragons, Magic and shit. I don't feel like stumbling around in the darkness like a fool (much like worrying about food/cold/drinks/etc). Yeah, I usually go easy on the darkness mods if i even install them. If it's part of the
weather/lightning general package I normally either eliminate them (if available in config) or at least tone it down. "More realistic" it may be but we are talking Skyrim, Dragons, Magic and shit. I don't feel like stumbling around in the darkness like a fool (much like worrying about food/cold/drinks/etc). I fixed the lighting issue. Apparently the mod I had linked above and the one in my
load order was entirely the wrong one. Well I fixed that issue and now I have linked the correct one. Good thing for trial and error I suppose. This is great, I might start a new playthrough with all these mods, thanks for all this hard work, OP. Saw this thread pop up again and I went to my Xbox to update some of the mods. It says nope and takes it out of my load order. Thanks,
Microsoft/Bethesda. Can't download any mods or update them. Is this happening to anyone else? Is my Xbox dying? It was so long since I used it I had to manually sign in lol Edit - now after a third time loading it up it's working but if you update a Mod it takes it out of the load order. Please Bethesda, please. Last edited: Mar 16, 2019 I tried using this mod load order and I crash
eveytime I use a crafting station in whiterun. I added a couple of standalone armors and replaced werewolf perks extended with lupine. My xbox one is a day one xbox one. Could my xbox just not be able to handle the mods due to how old it is? Wanted to shout and say thanks to OP for this. I actually used this list on my Steam version of the game this morning. Some of the mods
are maybe Xbox only because I couldn’t find them but I used 95% of these. Thanks for the work! Even from a PC user! OmegaDL50 Thank you for all the work you've done here for the community. This list is of great help, as well as the videos. I am going to start a new game with the mods on the list. Awesome, thanks for posting this; was just thinking of getting back into Skyrim. I
have an Xbox One S and not X, so should I stay away from any of these? Is there one like this for fallout 4? Is there one like this for fallout 4? Unfortunately Fallout 4 for the Xbox One in terms of modding is much more restrictive. You only have 2GB of reserved space to work with. So in terms of extensive mods you are limited to just gameplay enhancements and some extra
quests. Nothing substantial like graphics or character model improvements which typically take up a lot of space. It's because of this reason why I only deal with Fallout 4 mods on PC. Awesome, thanks for posting this; was just thinking of getting back into Skyrim. I have an Xbox One S and not X, so should I stay away from any of these? If anything you actually have better chance
of running the game better with mods as opposed to X. The X automatically scales everything to 4K which is a significant performance hit. Even if you force 1080p at the system level in the display options the game still forces an supersampling to 4K so the performance hit exists regardless. This is an issue because I'd prefer to run the game 1080P and get the extra performance
despite being a 4KTV owner. It's actually something I wish more devs would do to give the players the option to force 60FPS performance at 1080P, rather than have no choice but to run at 4K with 30FPS or unlocked with performance dips. Wanted to shout and say thanks to OP for this. I actually used this list on my Steam version of the game this morning. Some of the mods are
maybe Xbox only because I couldn’t find them but I used 95% of these. Thanks for the work! Even from a PC user! Hey, I have a PC specific load order if you are interested in that. Keep in mind my PC load order is much much more comprehensive. I'm talking about 15GB just for the mods which is larger than actual game and it's expansions. Unfortunately Fallout 4 for the Xbox
One in terms of modding is much more restrictive. You only have 2GB of reserved space to work with. So in terms of extensive mods you are limited to just gameplay enhancements and some extra quests. Nothing substantial like graphics or character model improvements which typically take up a lot of space. It's because of this reason why I only deal with Fallout 4 mods on PC.
If anything you actually have better chance of running the game better with mods as opposed to X. The X automatically scales everything to 4K which is a significant performance hit. Even if you force 1080p at the system level in the display options the game still forces an supersampling to 4K so the performance hit exists regardless. This is an issue because I'd prefer to run the
game 1080P and get the extra performance despite being a 4KTV owner. It's actually something I wish more devs would do to give the players the option to force 60FPS performance at 1080P, rather than have no choice but to run at 4K with 30FPS or unlocked with performance dips. Ah ok thanks for the info. Forgotten City is really good. Like better than anything in vanilla Skyrim
good God damn it OP making me wanna play Skyrim again. I'm going to match your list exactly and check it out. Thanks, OP. Is anyone else experiencing crashes in whiterun with this mod load order? Or is it just me? BenevolentReaper397 said: Is anyone else experiencing crashes in whiterun with this mod load order? Or is it just me? Yeah I'm working on a fix. Sorry about that. I
believe the problem is linked on GET and SMIM. The extra gold is fine but tons of extra inventory merchants get is bit much. Also SMIM adds a ton of extra clutter and loose items to shops and what not. You should be able to safely disable these two mods and it should fix the issue. One problem with Skyrim modding is it tends to be an ongoing process that can unfortunately
disrupt the already fragile balance of Skyrim's aging engine. It’s okay, I love how much this load order has changed skyrim. Especially now that the combat is challenging. If anything you actually have better chance of running the game better with mods as opposed to X. The X automatically scales everything to 4K which is a significant performance hit. Even if you force 1080p at
the system level in the display options the game still forces an supersampling to 4K so the performance hit exists regardless. This is an issue because I'd prefer to run the game 1080P and get the extra performance despite being a 4KTV owner. It's actually something I wish more devs would do to give the players the option to force 60FPS performance at 1080P, rather than have
no choice but to run at 4K with 30FPS or unlocked with performance dips. Ah, that makes a ton of sense actually. Two of the mods in my load list are bugged and will cause crashes in Whiterun. The SMIM add-on is a major offender, as well as the GET Overstocked and Rich Merchants. Apparently the extra items from both SMIM and GET cause the some merchant shops of the
game to crap out and come to a crash back to dashboard. Notably any of the Whiterun Shops like Belethor's and Dragon's Reach. I have did a final revision of my load order and you can see it here Keep in mind the Cheat Room isn't just for cheats, but can be used to unstuck your character if you get into weird issues. It's the equivalent of having access to console commands for
the console version of Skyrim. The load order in that google spreadsheet is probably in my opinion my definitive and final load order and probably won't be receiving any updates or changes. I even had it checked for errors over at Tarsh Gaming Discord who are basically an authoritative bunch on all things Skyrim modding for Xbox. So it should provide the most consistent level of
performance while also providing a ton of improvements to game overall. And most importantly a heavy modded experience with minimal crash issues. Tarshana said she might consider working on a lite version of Beasts of Tamriel which is one of my favorite mods due to all of the diverse and very challenging combat encounters it adds to the game but I cannot in good conscious
keep it in my load order considering it causes considerable crash related issues, until I can figure out to get around that or that lite version of the mod does indeed become a thing, It's off the list, but this may very well be the the very final update of my load list unless some major revelation for Xbox Skyrim modding occurs. Thanks, Omega! Great job on this, props! Anything like this
for Fallout 4 or is it not quite the same how it works with mods? Will try this out. Thank you so much for the effort. Holy moly what a list. Might be time to jump back into Skyrim on Xbox! Thank you! What causes my game to crash when opening the barrel outside Honeyside, and also buying from the hunters? About 20 hours in. using load order from April 2019 (newest one). Worked
great until I beat the dragon and then. Crashed entering Dragonreach. Crashed talking to Jarl. Crashed leaving Dragonreach. Now I can’t leave Whiterun. Not through gates, not through fast-travel, nothing. Crashes 100% of time on load screen. I’ve power cycled the Xbox and failed to load 10 times. Went to a prior save, worked perfect until I killed the dragon and went to
Dragonreach and once again can’t get out of Whiterun. Please help! I’m 20 hours in and don’t want to restart. About 20 hours in. using load order from April 2019 (newest one). Worked great until I beat the dragon and then. Crashed entering Dragonreach. Crashed talking to Jarl. Crashed leaving Dragonreach. Now I can’t leave Whiterun. Not through gates, not through fast-travel,
nothing. Crashes 100% of time on load screen. I’ve power cycled the Xbox and failed to load 10 times. Went to a prior save, worked perfect until I killed the dragon and went to Dragonreach and once again can’t get out of Whiterun. Please help! I’m 20 hours in and don’t want to restart. I updated the April 2019 load order a few times. A couple of problematic mods are Overstocked
and Rich Merchants and SMIM. These put a big strain on Whiterun and make it volatile because of all of the added clutter to shops due to both mods. That was the main reason which caused my Whiterun crashes and removing those two stopped the issue. I updated the April 2019 load order a few times. A couple of problematic mods are Overstocked and Rich Merchants and
SMIM. These put a big strain on Whiterun and make it volatile because of all of the added clutter to shops due to both mods. That was the main reason which caused my Whiterun crashes and removing those two stopped the issue. I actually entered the load order about a week ago and do not use overstocked, rich merchants, or SMIM. I saw the posts mentioning those being
problematic so followed your most recent recommendation on the google docs link. I just want to continue the game but don’t know what I could disable and perhaps re-enable to get out of Whiterun. Keep in mind if you edit your load order with an existing save. Those mods you removed are still tied to your current save file. To paraphrase Arthmoor one of the leads behind the
Unofficial Skyrim Patch team. Pure mesh/texture replacement mods are safe to remove. So are mods using vanilla assets and vanilla spawns. From Arthmoor: "3. There is no such thing as a clean save. It does not matter who tells you there is, it doesn't exist in Skyrim. You cannot remove any mod, not even the patch, without there being some data that's been permanently
changed. Doing this repeatedly WILL damage your save and WILL eventually lead to it becoming corrupt and unusable. Bethesda's own developers have confirmed the only way to properly remove a mod is to load a save made BEFORE that mod was introduced into the game. If you started a new game with 10 mods installed, you're going to be stuck with those 10 forever."
Unofficial Skyrim Legendary Edition Patch by Unofficial Patch Project Team - Posts section, third stickied post posted @ 2:08, 8 Feb 2016 , stickied at 2:08, 8 Feb 2016 I do apologize and am terribly sorry for your issues being unable to get out of Whiterun, but this seems to one of those outlier cases of removing a mod won't fix the problem. I wish there was an alternative solution
I could provide, but seeing as Arthmoor is pretty authoritative on this subject. I don't know what other advise or suggestions I could provide that would fix your save. Fucking great thread, OP. This is great I've been considering buying it again for the 1x, played it in the 360. I think you have just convinced me to get it again and try some of these mods. Thank you for at least replying.
I’m just going to have to give it up for now. Loved the modded game but don’t have the patience to start over again as already a werewolf in fighters guild, got crown, and killed the first dragon. Frustrating fit sure to have game crashing save. As mentioned, I went back a save and no issue with Whiterun. Killed the dragon again and same scenario. Not sure what the trigger is.
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